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I believe  
a whole musician is  

a lifelong musician and a creative 
artist that has a deep understanding 
and application of the connections of 

all facets of music. 

                                                   Anne Fennell - 2015



Create	  

Perform

PresentProduce

Respond

improvise	  &	  generate	  ideas

read,	  play,	  share	  music

speak,	  read,	  and	  
write	  about	  music

reflect	  and	  assess

A	  Whole	  Musician	  for	  Lifelong	  
Music	  Making

play	  music,	  compose	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  and	  arrange

Connect	  
music	  to	  self,	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  peers,	  world
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Exploring Sound

1. Thunder rolls -  opportunity to play - rotate 
leaders and incorporate student leaders with 

experiencing the elements:  dynamics, 
rhythm, timbre, pitch, and tempo  

2.  Solidify the ‘group’ - pass the beat and 
double back to create a class ‘pulse’ 

What elements of music
were experienced in this work?
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RISK 
- 

“the potential of loss resulting 
from a given action, activity and/or 
inaction, foreseen or unforeseen.” 



RISK 
+ 

The potential loss of what we have 
created or produced in the past 

to GAIN  
a new approach or experience.

What are we willing to give up
to gain?



ANTONYM for RISK: 
CERTAINTY 

safety 
plan 

sureness 
security



Through 
improvisation and composition 

we will RISK: 
take a chance 

feel a loss 
stay with the tension 
release the judgment 

create  
discover and develop 



For Sticky Note: 
Why is this RISK 

relevant and 
meaningful work? 



Scaffolding
Build a Rhythm Bank

2.  Echoes  

3.  Rhythm pattern as anchor - surrounded by layered 
patterns 

4.   Question and answer sequence:   
•  spoken/rhythmic words only  
•  spoken/rhythmic words while playing  
•  playing with internal speech 

5.  Build ensemble with rhythm questions/answers 
add solos, improvisation, create form 
add notation, assessment as needed 
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Critical
Thinking

Creative
Thinking

plan
prepare
evaluate
improve
present
assess

categorize
classify
reason
converge
logic
identify
interpret
analyze
describe
judgment
objective
linear

reasoning
yes, but

think about thinking
vertical

right/wrong
concrete
sequential

imagine
choose
create
play

generate
invent

metaphor
analogy
divergent
synthesize
possibility

suspend judgment
diffuse

subjective
emotive
intuitive
visual
aural

kinesthetic
associative
novel

yes, and
attitude
process

evolutionary
reapplication

changing direction
explore
lateral

transforming

elaborate
synthesize
integrate
combine
complexity
abstract
simplify
awareness
challenge
curious
complete
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Metacognitive

©2015AFennell

So what are creative thought processes?  

What are critical thinking 
thought processes?



Creative & Critical Thinking
Cognitive Intelligence

Sternberg and Lubart in 1999:  

“Creativity is produced by “a confluence of 6 distinct 
but interrelated resources:  

• intellectual abilities
• knowledge
• styles of thinking
• personality
• motivation
• environment.”

Always???? ©2015AFennell



Thinking

• What must I listen to and/or watch to 
participate fully in our next piece?

• What types of information should I gather 
as I play or participate?

• What thoughts am I thinking as I play? Are 
you present to the music or ‘cognitively 
floating away?

• Take the THINKING apart in music, we can ask:
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The Teacher’s Mind……..

What do we think as we facilitate 
our students through the 

creative process?

We risk to pull apart the process 
for critical & creative thinking 
and connect this to how WE 
facilitate learning in others.



As you participate today, ask yourself
if you are thinking critically or creatively 

and where is that fine line of ‘both’.  
Which comes first?

And WHY is this important?



Ensemble Norm 
& Improv Needs

1.#suspend! judgement
2.# let$go!of!your!personal!agenda
3.# listen! in!order!to!receive
4.#build!on!what!you!receive!&!serve! the!scene
5.#say! 'YES!'
6.#make%your%partner% look%BRILLIANT!

©2015 AFennell
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Exploration and improvisation 
with beat, rhythm, and solos: 

1.   Provide a rhythm pattern as the basis - or call out a question 
to the group – asking for a word – (favorite item, item in backpack, etc.)                  

2.   Build the rhythm ensemble – 2 parts – set up for 
improvisation 

3.   Open for improvisation in the center –  

4.   Continue to play and build, add new rhythm patterns 

5.   Add duet in the center. 

6.   Layer new parts 

      Allow the ensemble to build and end on its own. 

©2015AFennell

Critical or Creative thinking?



Is a musician creative? 

“You’re a musician,  
you must be SO creative!” 



The	  ‘How’	  	  	  

As	  educators,	  the	  “HOW”	  is	  the	  	  
most	  	  

important	  aspect	  	  
of	  what	  we	  do	  in	  our	  classrooms	  each	  day.	  

How	  we	  TEACH	  our	  students	  	  
will	  result	  in	  whether	  our	  students	  	  

are	  or	  will	  become	  creaQve.	  



Evocative Teachers:  

• embrace the learner
• provide reflective dialogue

• invite students to assimilate information 
• allows students discover, pursue, 

and apply knowledge
• share group and 

personal conclusions or outcomes.



Dynamic Learning and Thinking:   

Actively engage and create knowledge and learning 
experiences using: 

Dynamic Learning and Thinking:
connects relationships of people, sound, and process in a 

piece where the impact of this process 
meets the needs for all involved.  

The ensemble constructs its own knowledge and learning 
through experiential opportunities and reflection.

How does improvisation or composition  
construct knowledge?



National Core Arts Standards  
– www.nationalcorearts.org 

Anchor Standard 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work. 
Enduring Understanding: The creative ideas, concepts, and feelings that 
influence musicians’ work emerge from a variety of sources. Essential 
Question(s): How do musicians generate creative ideas? 

MU:Cr1.1.2 • a Improvise rhythmic and melodic patterns and musical 
ideas for a specific purpose.  • b Generate musical patterns and ideas 
within the context of a given tonality (such as major and minor) and 
meter (such as duple and triple). 

MU:Cr1.1.5  • a Improvise rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic ideas, and 
explain connection to specific purpose and context (such as social, 
cultural, and historical ) • b Generate musical ideas (such as rhythms, 
melodies, and accompaniment patterns) within specific related tonalities, 
meters, and simple chord changes. 



Understanding the How

Norman Webb’s Depth of Knowledge 
From the curriculum point of view
Created from analyzing content.

“How deeply do you know the content.”

Bloom’s Taxonomy - Cognitive Domains 
From the psychological point of view

What types of thinking and doing?

Skills and Concepts

Recall and Reproduction

Strategic Thinking

Extended 
Thinking

Dr. Norman Webb

Depth of Knowlege
Higher Order Thinking Skills

Lower Order Thinking Skills

Applying

Analyzing

Understanding

Evaluating

Remembering

Creating
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For your sticky note: 
Thinking about your thinking 
- the metacognitive aspect - 

2-3 words 
How do we provide depth of 

knowledge through improvisation 
and composition?



The	  Living	  SYSTEM	  	  
as	  a	  larger	  whole	  –	  one	  brain	  –	  
one	  system	  that	  is	  learning,	  

working,	  and	  growing	  together.	  	  	  
We	  are	  in	  one	  mind	  to	  create	  and	  

work	  together.	  

How	  do	  we	  foster	  this?
©2015AFennell



ClimateCulture
•"defined"with"artifacts"that" include"creative"
! learning!opportunities,!performances,!
! and!visuals
•"tacet"assumptions
•"culture" is"sustained"as"we"move"from"
! discipline,!to!content,! to!values.
•"behavior" +"written"and"unwritten"rules
•"based"on"management
•"made"up"of" individual"behaviors."
•"how"we"act," think,"and" 'do'
•"values,"beliefs,"myths," traditions,"and
! norms
•"common"set"of"expectations
•"it" is" the"personality"of"the"organization
•"sets"of"beliefs"that"are"passed"down

"...how&we&do&things&around&here." the$temperature$or$
feeling'tone'of'a'culture

•"the"spirit"of"the"organization
•"represents"attitude"of"the"organization
•"the"overall"mood"
•"standards"of"behaviors"&"accountability
•"vision
•"reflects"the"goals"and"relationships
! learning!practices
•"quality"and"character"of"the"school
•"conditions"for" learning
•"a"feeling"people"have
•"climate"can"be"short"term"or" long"term
•"influenced"by" leaders
•"reflects"the"teaching"&" learning"practices
•"meanings"that"people"attach"to"
! behaviors!and!experiences
•"perceptions

! ! !Organizational!Culture!and!Climate!1School!as!a!Living!System

Describe(the(CULTURE(and(CLIMATE(in(your(SCHOOL:

Describe(the(CULTURE(and(CLIMATE(in(your(CLASSROOM:

Describe the culture & climate in your school & classroom.
•	   55%	  of	  communicaQon	  is	  body	  language,	  38%	  is	  the	  tone	  of	  voice,	  and	  7%	  is	  the	  	  	  	  	  

actual	  words	  spoken.	  	  	  -‐	  Psychology	  Today ©2015AFennell



Create a Composed Ensemble – 
Notate, Reflect, Assess

Preparing for composition -  
based on  

EMOTION of a feeling 

Draw from our rhythm banks to begin the 
creation process.  Notate as needed.  

Determine desired form. 

Practice, perform, reflect, assess,  

discuss, apply. 
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Critical
Thinking

Creative
Thinking

plan
prepare
evaluate
improve
present
assess

categorize
classify
reason
converge
logic
identify
interpret
analyze
describe
judgment
objective
linear

reasoning
yes, but

think about thinking
vertical

right/wrong
concrete
sequential

imagine
choose
create
play

generate
invent

metaphor
analogy
divergent
synthesize
possibility

suspend judgment
diffuse

subjective
emotive
intuitive
visual
aural

kinesthetic
associative
novel

yes, and
attitude
process

evolutionary
reapplication

changing direction
explore
lateral

transforming

elaborate
synthesize
integrate
combine
complexity
abstract
simplify
awareness
challenge
curious
complete
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Emotion to Improv to
Full Composition and Writing

1.	  Brainstorm	  an	  emoQon.	  

2.	  Determine	  a	  home	  tone.	  

3.	  Improvise	  2,	  4,	  or	  8	  beat	  osQnaQ	  and	  layer.	  

4.	  Invite	  the	  students	  to	  MOVE	  to	  a	  new	  locaQon	  to	  play	  with	  a	  given	  group	  -‐	  	  
latching	  on	  to	  their	  pa]ern	  to	  add	  depth,	  texture,	  harmony,	  etc.	  

4.	  Layer	  improvised	  percussion	  pa]erns.	  

5.	  Allow	  the	  piece	  to	  ride	  a	  bit	  to	  establish	  what	  will	  be	  created.	  

6.	  Discuss,	  dialogue,	  share	  ideas,	  thoughts,	  ask	  quesQons	  

•	  
©2015AFennell



Emotion to Improv to
Full Composition and Writing

7.	  Create	  a	  composiQon	  -‐	  determine,	  with	  the	  class,	  the	  order,	  layers,	  etc.	  

8.	  	  Perform	  

8.	  Notate	  specific	  melodic	  or	  harmonic	  parts	  per	  standards	  or	  class	  needs.	  

9.	  	  Brainstorm	  what	  is	  seen	  in	  your	  mind's	  eye,	  using	  the	  Structure	  Words	  to	  create	  	  
a	  word	  bank.	  	  Using	  these	  words	  and	  phrases,	  invite	  students	  to	  write	  	  	  	  
a	  short	  descripQon	  of	  the	  scene	  that	  was	  envisioned	  as	  the	  piece	  was/is	  performed.	  

10.	  	  Perform	  the	  piece	  with	  students	  reading	  their	  'scenes'	  over	  determined	  osQnaQ	  
pa]erns.	  

11.	  	  Invite	  students	  to	  conduct	  and	  create	  a	  new	  order	  with	  the	  text	  that	  is	  read.	  

At	  which	  point	  is	  creaQve	  thinking	  takng	  place?	  CriQcal	  thinking?	  	  

©2015AFennell



Structure Words
Nanci Bell-Lindamood Bell

Name_________________________________________

what_________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

size_________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

color________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

number____________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

shape_______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

where_______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

movement_________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

mood_________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

background______________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

perspective_______________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

when_________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

sound_______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________



in•spi•ra•tion

the process of being mentally 
stimulated to do or feel 

something, especially to do 
something creative.

What inspires you in your work
with your students?

What inspires you as an educator?
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fa•cil•i•ta•tor

one who helps to bring about 
an outcome -

who assists a group to find, 
understand, move through, and 

achieve common objectives,  while 
remaining neutral in position.  

As a teacher - how do we 
articulate the steps?
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Ensemble Norm 
& Improv Needs

1.#suspend! judgement
2.# let$go!of!your!personal!agenda
3.# listen! in!order!to!receive
4.#build!on!what!you!receive!&!serve! the!scene
5.#say! 'YES!'
6.#make%your%partner% look%BRILLIANT!

©2015 AFennell
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Critical
Thinking

Creative
Thinking

plan
prepare
evaluate
improve
present
assess

categorize
classify
reason
converge
logic
identify
interpret
analyze
describe
judgment
objective
linear

reasoning
yes, but

think about thinking
vertical

right/wrong
concrete
sequential

imagine
choose
create
play

generate
invent

metaphor
analogy
divergent
synthesize
possibility

suspend judgment
diffuse

subjective
emotive
intuitive
visual
aural

kinesthetic
associative
novel

yes, and
attitude
process

evolutionary
reapplication

changing direction
explore
lateral

transforming

elaborate
synthesize
integrate
combine
complexity
abstract
simplify
awareness
challenge
curious
complete
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1. Provide a canvas

2. Provide visuals or manipulatives

3. Hold discussions about the chosen objects that will be used for sound 
representations - determine instrument groupings and representations

4. Perform as a composoition or an improvisation (Create a class composition with the 
objects and then read it as a score or Create and play in the moment)

5. Begin to create the musical picture and layer the picture together - creating the fabric 
of sound

6. Invite the students to add in their determined order or free flow

7. Allow the piece to ride  or establish a whole or feel.

8. Discuss, dialogue, share ideas, thoughts, ask questions

8.  Perform as a composoition or an improvisation, or create variations

9. Notate specific melodic or harmonic parts per standards or class needs.

----------

At which point is creative thinking taking place? 
Critical thinking? 

A dance between the two?

Creating a visual representation of the six properties of sound 
(high/low, loud/quiet, long/short) {Sound as Energy}



Why is dissecting 
critical and 

creative thinking 
relevant and meaningful 

work?

How do we connect
this to our topic of

risk through composition? 
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